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DEFORMATION OF SASAKIAN METRICS
HIRAKU NOZAWA
Abstract. Deformations of the Reeb flow of a Sasakian manifold as trans-
versely Ka¨hler flows may not admit compatible Sasakian metrics. We show
that the triviality of the (0, 2)-component of the basic Euler class characterizes
the existence of compatible Sasakian metrics for given small deformations of
the Reeb flow as transversely holomorphic Riemannian flows. We also prove
a Kodaira-Akizuki-Nakano type vanishing theorem for basic Dolbeault coho-
mology of homologically orientable transversely Ka¨hler foliations. As a conse-
quence of these results, we show that any small deformations of the Reeb flow
of a positive Sasakian manifold admit compatible Sasakian metrics.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Characterization of the stability of Sasakian metrics. The Reeb flow
of the contact form η of a Sasakian manifold has a transverse Ka¨hler structure,
which is one of important underlying structures of Sasakian manifolds as well as
CR-structures. In this paper, we investigate under which conditions given families
of deformation of the Reeb flow of η as transversely holomorphic Riemannian flows
have compatible Sasakian metrics. Although any small deformations of the complex
structure of a compact Ka¨hler manifold admit compatible Ka¨hler metrics by a
theorem of Kodaira and Spencer [31], there exists a Sasakian manifold whose Reeb
flow can be deformed so that it does not admit a compatible Sasakian metric. We
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present an example of such a Sasakian metric on a circle bundle over a complex
torus in Section 8.2. Seeing the example we note that the nontriviality of the (0, 2)-
component of the basic Euler class of flows gives an obstruction for the existence of
compatible Sasakian metrics. Our main result shows that this obstruction is unique,
that is, small deformations of the Reeb flow admit compatible Sasakian metrics, if
the basic Euler class is of degree (1, 1). Note that Boyer and Galicki discussed a
similar problem in Section 8.2 of [8]. The product of S1 with a Sasakian manifold
admits geometric structures called a Vaisman manifold or a locally conformal Ka¨hler
manifold (see Ornea and Verbitsky [37]). Belgun [5] showed that both of structures
are not stable under small deformations of complex structures. Note that Ornea
and Verbitsky [38] discovered the stability of another class of geometric structure
under small deformations of complex structures, which they call locally conformal
Ka¨hler manifolds with potential.
A 1-dimensional foliation is called a flow in this article in accordance with ref-
erences. Our main result is stated as follows: Let V be an open neighborhood of 0
in Rℓ and {(F t, J t, gtν)}t∈V be a smooth family of transversely holomorphic Rie-
mannian flows on a closed manifold M . Assume that (F0, J0, g0ν) is the underlying
transversely Ka¨hler structure of the Reeb flow of a Sasakian metric (g, η).
Theorem 1.1. If the basic Euler class of (F t, J t) is of degree (1, 1) for every t in V ,
then there exists an open neighborhood V1 of 0 in V and a smooth family of Sasakian
metrics {(gt, ηt)}t∈V1 on M such that the underlying transversely holomorphic flow
of the Reeb flow of (gt, ηt) is (F t, J t) for every t in V1 and (g0, η0) = (g, η).
For the existence of a smooth family of compatible Sasakian metrics, it is necessary
that the basic Euler class of (F t, J t) is of degree (1, 1) (see Lemma 3.19). In this
sense, Theorem 1.1 characterizes the stability of the Sasakian metric (g, η).
The difficulty to prove Theorem 1.1 comes from the noncontinuous change of the
complex of basic differential forms of foliations. The families of partial differential
equation to solve to prove Theorem 1.1 is discontinuous with respect to the param-
eter t because of this discontinuous change of basic de Rham complex. To avoid
this difficulty, we will apply the invariance of geometrically tautness of Riemannian
flows obtained in [36]. This result allows us to convert problems on families of basic
de Rham complexes to problems on families the de Rham complexes, where we can
apply the Kodaira-Spencer theory [31] on smooth families of self-adjoint strongly
elliptic differential operators.
1.2. Vanishing theorem for basic cohomology of positive Sasakian mani-
folds. We show
Theorem 1.2. Let (M,F) be the underlying transversely Ka¨hler flow of a positive
Sasakian manifold. Then we have
H0,qb (M/F) = 0
for q > 0 and
Hp,0b (M/F) = 0
for p > 0.
Theorem 1.2 is a generalization of a part of Proposition 2.4 of Boyer, Galicki and
Nakamaye [10], where they assume that Sasakian manifolds are quasi-regular, that
is, every leaf of F is closed. In this case, the leaf space M/F is a complex orbifold.
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Thus they deduced Theorem 1.2 from Kodaira-Baily vanishing theorem for complex
orbifold due to Baily [4].
To show Theorem 1.2 for general positive Sasakian manifolds, there were two
problems: The first problem is that the Kodaira-Akizuki-Nakano vanishing theorem
was not known for general Sasakian manifolds whose Reeb flow has a non-closed
orbits. The second problem was that Hp,qb (M/F , E) may not be isomorphic to
the sheaf cohomology Hq(M,Ωpb ⊗ E), where Ωpb is the sheaf of basic holomorphic
p-forms on (M,F) as we will mention in Remark 3.11. Because of these difficulty,
the classical argument to show Theorem 1.2 for Fano manifolds did not work for
basic cohomology of positive Sasakian manifolds. The second problem was pointed
out by Boyer, Galicki and Nakamaye before Proposition 2.4 of [10]. We show
Theorem 1.2 by solving these two problems: We will show that Kodaira-Akizuki-
Nakano vanishing theorem is true for general homologically orientable transversely
Ka¨hler foliations as mentioned in the next section. We will solve the second problem
by a simple observation on isomorphisms between the spaces of harmonic forms (see
Section 6.11).
1.3. Kodaira-Akizuki-Nakano vanishing theorem for transversely Ka¨hler
foliations. Let (M,F) be a closed manifold with a homologically orientable trans-
versely Ka¨hler foliation of complex codimension n. Let E be an F -fibered Hermitian
holomorphic line bundle over (M,F).
Theorem 1.3. If E is positive, then
Hp,qb (M/F , E) = 0
for p+ q > n.
In the special case where the leaves of F are compact, Theorem 1.3 is the Kodaira-
Baily vanishing theorem [4]. Theorem 1.3 is proved by the application of the work
of El Kacimi Alaoui and Hector [18] and El Kacimi Alaoui [19] on transversely
elliptic operators on Riemannian foliations. Their theory allows us to reduce the
proof to consider differential operators on transversals of foliations, where the clas-
sical argument of Nakano-Akizuki [1] for Ka¨hler manifolds can be applied following
Demailly [13].
1.4. Stability of positive Sasakian metrics. We obtain the following corol-
lary of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2: Let V be an open neighborhood of 0 in Rℓ and
{(F t, J t)}t∈V be a smooth family of transversely holomorphic Riemannian flows
on a closed manifold M . Assume that (F0, J0, g0ν) is the underlying transversely
holomorphic structure of the Reeb flow of a positive Sasakian metric (g, η).
Corollary 1.4. There exists an open neighborhood V1 of 0 in V and a smooth
family of Sasakian metrics {(gt, ηt)}t∈V1 on M such that gt is a Sasakian metric
such that the underlying transversely holomorphic flow of the Reeb flow of (gt, ηt)
is (F t, J t) for every t in V1 and (g0, η0) = (g, η).
Corollary 1.4 is deduced from Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 as follows: Since the positivity
of the anticanonical line bundles of transversely holomorphic foliations is preserved
under small deformation, the assumption of the positivity of (g, η) implies that
H0,2b (M/F t) = 0 for t in an open neighborhood V ′ of 0 in V by Theorem 1.2.
Hence the basic Euler class of (F t, J t) is of degree (1, 1) for t in V ′ by definition.
Thus Theorem 1.1 concludes the proof.
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1.5. Stability of K-contact structures in families of Riemannian flows.
We obtain a K-contact variant of Theorem 1.1: Let M be a closed manifold. Let
(g, η) be a K-contact structure onM (see Definition 2.12 for K-contact structures).
Let V be an open neighborhood of 0 in Rℓ. Let {F t}t∈V be a smooth family of
Riemannian flows on M such that F0 is the Reeb flow of η.
Theorem 1.5. There exists an open neighborhood V1 of 0 in V and a smooth family
{(gt, ηt)}t∈V1 of K-contact structures on M such that F t is the Reeb flow of ηt for
every t in V1 and η
0 = η.
1.6. Moduli space of Sasakian metrics with a fixed transversely Ka¨hler
flow. We describes the difference of moduli spaces of Sasakian metrics and their
underlying transversely Ka¨hler flows. Let M be a closed manifold. Let S be the
set of Sasakian metrics on M . We assume that S is nonempty. Let K be the
isomorphism classes of transversely Ka¨hler flows onM . There exists a natural map
M : S → K, which maps each Sasakian metric to the isomorphism class of the
underlying transversely Ka¨hler flow. We take a point k0 on K. Let Diff(k0) be the
subgroup of Diff(M) consisting of diffeomorphisms which preserve the transversely
Ka¨hler flow k0. Let Diff0(k0) be the identity component of Diff(k0) with the Fre´chet
topology. Note that η − f∗η is a closed form for f in Diff0(k0) because f preserves
the transverse Ka¨hler form dη. We define
(1) Ham(k0) = {f ∈ Diff0(k0) | [η − f∗η] = 0 ∈ H1(M ;R)}.
Then we have
Theorem 1.6. There exists a homeomorphism
M−1(k0)/Ham(k0) −→ H1(M ;R).
Thus we have the following
Corollary 1.7. Let M be a closed manifold whose first Betti number is zero. If the
underlying transversely Ka¨hler flows of two Sasakian metrics (g1, α1) and (g2, α2)
are isomorphic, then (M, g1, α1) and (M, g2, α2) are isomorphic.
Note that Diff0(k0)/Ham(k0) is an abelian group (see the second paragraph of
Section 7). Thus M−1(k0)/Diff0(k0) is a quotient of a vector space by an abelian
group in general.
Acknowledgement. The author is grateful to Jesu´s Antonio A´lvarez Lo´pez for
pointing out a mistake in the previous version of this manuscript. It was in the
discussion with him during the author stayed in the University of Santiago de
Compostela in the spring of 2009. The author would like to express his deep
gratitude to Jesu´s Antonio A´lvarez Lo´pez also for his invitation, great hospitality
and valuable discussion. The author would like to the first referee for a comment
on the simplification of the proof of Lemma 6.15.
2. Sasakian structures and its underlying structures
2.1. Sasakian metrics. LetM be an odd dimensional smooth manifold. We recall
Definition 2.1. A pair of a contact form η and a Riemannian metric g on M is
a Sasakian metric on M if the Riemannian metric r2g + dr ⊗ dr on M × R>0 is a
Ka¨hler metric with Ka¨hler form d(r2η), where r is the standard coordinate on R>0.
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Basic examples of Sasakian manifolds are circle bundles associated to positive holo-
morphic line bundles over Ka¨hler manifolds, links of isolated singularities of com-
plex hypersurfaces defined by weighted homogeneous polynomials and contact toric
manifolds of Reeb type (see Boyer and Galicki [7] and Blair [6]).
2.2. Foliations with transverse structures. The Reeb flow F of a Sasakian
manifold (M, η, g) is the orbit foliation of the flow on M generated by the Reeb
vector field ξ of η, which is defined by equations η(ξ) = 1 and ιξdη = 0. In this
Section 2.2, we recall the definition of certain transverse structures of F which are
given by the Sasakian metric.
We denote the tangent bundle of F by TF . By the integrability of F , the Lie
bracket on C∞(TM) induces the Lie derivative with respect to vector fields tangent
to the leaves
C∞(TF)⊗ C∞
(
(TM/TF)⊗r ⊗ (T ∗M/T ∗F)⊗s
)
−→ C∞
(
(TM/TF)⊗r ⊗ (T ∗M/T ∗F)⊗s
)
for every r ≥ 0 and s ≥ 0.
Definition 2.2. A foliation F of M with a tensor gν in C∞((T ∗M/T ∗F)⊗2) is
called a Riemannian foliation of M if
(i) gν is symmetric, positive definite and
(ii) LZgν = 0 for every Z in C∞(TF).
We call such gν a transverse metric of F .
Example 2.3. A foliation defined by a one parameter family of isometries of a
Riemannian manifold is a Riemannian foliation of dimension 1.
We recall certain terminology for the definition of transversely holomorphic foli-
ations.
Definition 2.4. A local vector field X of TM is basic with respect to F if [Y,X ]
is tangent to F for every local vector field Y tangent to F .
It is easy to see that a local vector field X is basic if and only if the flow generated
by X maps each leaf of F to a leaf of F . Let π : TM → TM/TF be the canonical
projection.
Definition 2.5. A local section X of TM/TF is transverse with respect to F if
π(X˜) = X for some basic local vector field with respect to F .
The subspace X (F) of C∞(TM) consisting of basic vector fields is a Lie subalgebra
of C∞(TM). The subspace of C∞(TM/TF) consisting of transverse vector fields
admits a Lie bracket [·, ·] which satisfies [π(X˜), π(Y˜ )] = π[X˜, Y˜ ] for any basic vector
fields X˜ and Y˜ , because C∞(TF) is an ideal of X (F). We recall
Definition 2.6. A foliation F of M with a tensor J in Aut(TM/TF) is called a
transversely holomorphic foliation of M if
(i) J2 = − id,
(ii) LZJ = 0 for every Z in C∞(TF) and
(iii) the Nijenhaus tensor NJ(X,Y ) = [JX, JY ]−J [JX, Y ]−J [X, JY ]− [X,Y ]
of J vanishes on any local transverse vector fields X and Y with respect
to F .
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We call such J a transverse complex structure of F .
Example 2.7. Let Bn be the unit disk of Cn. Consider a foliation Fstd on Rm×Bn
given by a decomposition Rm × Bn = ⊔z∈BnRm × {z}. This foliation Fstd has a
transverse complex structure Jstd is given by the complex structure of C
n. We call
(Rm ×Bn,Fstd, Jstd) the standard transversely holomorphic foliation of Rm ×Bn.
Example 2.8. The total space of a fiber bundle over a complex manifold has a
transversely holomorphic Riemannian foliation whose leaves are fibers.
A fundamental result of Go´mez Mont [22] is as follows:
Theorem 2.9. Any complex codimension n transversely holomorphic foliation of
dimension m is locally isomorphic to (Rm ×Bn,Fstd, Jstd).
By this result, transversely holomorphic foliations are described in terms of Hae-
fliger 1-cocycles (see Section 3.2 for such description).
The following is relevant in Sasakian geometry:
Definition 2.10. A triple (F , J, gν) is called a transversely Ka¨hler foliation of M
if
(i) (F , gν) is a Riemannian foliation of M ,
(ii) (F , J) is a transversely holomorphic foliation of M and
(iii) the tensor field ω defined by ω(X,Y ) = gν(X, JY ) is antisymmetric and
closed when regarded as a 2-form onM by the injection ∧2(T ∗M/T ∗F)→
∧2T ∗M .
We call the 2-form ω in (iii) the transverse Ka¨hler form of (F , J, gν).
We will regard the transverse Ka¨hler form ω of a transversely Ka¨hler flow as a 2-
form on M by the injection ∧2(T ∗M/T ∗F)→ ∧2T ∗M throughout this article.
Boyer, Galicki and Nakamaye [9] proved that the Reeb flow of a Sasakian mani-
fold has a transversely Ka¨hler structure:
Lemma 2.11. The Reeb flow of a Sasakian manifold (M, η, g) is transversely
Ka¨hler whose transverse Ka¨hler form is dη.
2.3. K-contact structures. Let η be a contact form on a closed manifoldM with
a Riemannian metric g. We recall
Definition 2.12. (M, η, g) is called a K-contact manifold if
(i) g is preserved by the Reeb flow of η and
(ii) there exists an almost complex structure Φ on ker η such that g(X,Y ) =
dη(X,ΦY ) for X , Y in C∞(ker η).
A Sasakian structure is a K-contact structure (see Proposition 6.5.12 of [8]). In
particular, the Reeb flow of η is Riemannian by the condition (i). The converse is
true by an observation of Yamazaki:
Proposition 2.13 (Proposition 2.1 of Yamazaki [43]). A closed manifold with a
contact form whose Reeb flow is a Riemannian flow admits a structure of K-contact
manifold.
The characterization of Sasakian metrics in terms of K-contact structure in the
last sentence of Section 6.4 of Blair [6] (see also Proposition 6.5.14 of Boyer and
Galicki [8]) is as follows:
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Proposition 2.14. A K-contact structure is a Sasakian metric if the CR-structure
(ker η,Φ) is integrable.
By Propositions 2.13 and 2.14, we get
Lemma 2.15. A pair of an integrable CR-structure (H,Φ) and a contact form η
determine a Sasakian metric if H = ker η and the Reeb flow of η is Riemannian.
2.4. A characterization of Sasakian structures. We have the following char-
acterization of Sasakian metrics in terms of transversely Ka¨hler flows and contact
forms:
Proposition 2.16. A pair of a transversely Ka¨hler flow (F , J, gν) and a contact
form η determines a Sasakian structure on M if dη = ω, where ω is the transverse
Ka¨hler form of (F , J, gν).
Remark 2.17. Conversely, the contact form and the underlying transversely Ka¨hler
structure of the Reeb flow of a Sasakian manifold satisfy the relation in Proposi-
tion 2.16.
Proof of Proposition 2.16. By Lemma 2.15, it is suffices to show that a pair of a
transversely Ka¨hler flow (F , J, gν) and a contact form η such that dη = ω deter-
mines a pair of a CR-structure and a contact form which satisfy the conditions of
Lemma 2.15. Let H = ker η and
π : TM → TM/TF
the canonical projection. Letting Φ = (π|H)−1 ◦ J ◦ (π|H), we have a CR-structure
(H,Φ) on M . Clearly the Reeb flow of η is Riemannian, because the Reeb flow of
η is transversely Ka¨hler by the assumption. Thus the unique nontrivial part of the
proof is the integrability of the CR-structure (H,Φ).
By H = ker η, we get
1
2
η([X,Y ]− [ΦX,ΦY ]) = dη(X,Y )− dη(ΦX,ΦY )
for local sections X and Y of H . The right hand side is zero, because dη is a
transverse Ka¨hler form, which is Φ-invariant. It follows that [ΦX,ΦY ]− [X,Y ] is
a local section of H for any local sections X and Y . This implies the first half of
the integrability condition.
We will show that the Nijenhaus tensor
NΦ(X,Y ) = [ΦX,ΦY ]− Φ([ΦX,Y ] + [X,ΦY ])− [X,Y ]
vanishes for any local sections X and Y of H . Fix a point x on M . Let (R ×
Bn,Fstd, Jstd) be the standard transversely holomorphic foliation of R × Bn of
dimension 1 mentioned in Example 2.7). By a theorem of Go´mez Mont (see The-
orem 2.9), we have an open neighborhood Ux of x such that (Ux,F|Ux , J |Ux) is
isomorphic to (R × Bn,Fstd, Jstd). We identify Ux with R × Bn by this isomor-
phism. By the product structure of R × Bn, we can decompose a vector field X
on R ×Bn as X = X1 +X2, where X1 is the TR-component and X2 is the TBn-
component. We take a section X of H |Ux so that the TBn-component X2 of X is
projectable to a linear vector field on Bn. We take another section Y of H |Ux in
the same way. Clearly X and Y are basic vector fields. Let H ′ be the kernel of the
differential map of the first projection R×Bn → R. Let Φ′ = (π|H′ )−1 ◦J ◦ (π|H′ ).
Since the TBn-components of X and Y are linear, we get [X,Φ′Y ] ∈ C∞(TF).
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Since (Φ−Φ′)Y ∈ C∞(TF) and X is basic, we get [X, (Φ−Φ′)Y ] ∈ C∞(TF). By
[X,ΦY ] = [X, (Φ−Φ′)Y ]+ [X,Φ′Y ], it follows that [X,ΦY ] ∈ C∞(TF). Similarly,
[ΦX,Y ] ∈ C∞(TF). Thus we have
Φ([ΦX,Y ] + [X,ΦY ]) = 0.
Hence we have
NΦ(X,Y ) = [ΦX,ΦY ]− [X,Y ].
Thus, by the last paragraph, NΦ(X,Y ) is a section of H |Ux . On the other hand,
by the integrability of J , we have
π(NΦ(X,Y )) = NJ(π(X), π(Y )) = 0.
Thus NΦ(X,Y ) is tangent to F . Since NΦ(X,Y ) is a section of H |Ux tangent to
F , we have NΦ(X,Y ) = 0.
The value of NΦ(X,Y ) at x is determined only by vectors Xx and Yx. Thus the
argument above shows NΦ(X,Y ) = 0 for any local section X and Y of H . Hence
(H,Φ) is integrable. 
2.5. Families of flows with transverse structures. Let V be an open subset
of Rℓ. We define smooth families of flows with various transverse structures whose
parameter space is V to give the formalism to consider the deformation of flows.
Note that our definition of smooth families of flows with transverse structures is
equivalent to that of smooth families of deformation given in terms of families of 1-
cocycles used in Kodaira-Spencer theory [30] or deformation theory of transversely
holomorphic foliations [21].
Definition 2.18. (i) A smooth family of flows on M over V is a flow Famb
on a smooth manifoldM ×V such that M ×{t} is saturated by the leaves
of Famb. We denote the restriction of Famb to M × {t} by F t. We will
denote such family of flows on M by {F t}t∈V .
(ii) For a smooth family {F t}t∈V of flows on M , the kernel of the differential
map of the second projection pr2 : T (M × V )/TFamb → TV is called the
family of normal bundles of {F t}t∈V .
(iii) A smooth family of Riemannian flows onM is a pair of a smooth family of
flows F t and a smooth Riemannian metric gambν on the family of normal
bundles of {F t}t∈V such that (F t, gamb|M×{t}) is a Riemannian flow onM
for each t in V .
(iv) A smooth family of transversely holomorphic flows on M is a pair of a
smooth family of flows {F t}t∈V and a complex structure Jamb on the fam-
ily of normal bundles of {F t}t∈V such that (F t, Jamb|M×{t}) is a trans-
versely holomorphic flow on M for each t in V .
A smooth family of transversely Ka¨hler flows on M is similarly defined.
3. Basic Euler classes of transversely holomorphic isometric flows
3.1. Isometric flows. The Reeb flow of a Sasakian manifold preserves the Rie-
mannian metric as it is well known (see Proposition 6.5.6 of Boyer and Galicki [8]).
We recall
Definition 3.1. A Riemannian flow (F , gν) on M is called isometric if there exist
a Riemannian metric g on M and a nowhere vanishing vector field ξ tangent to F
such that the flow generated by ξ preserves g.
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We will call (g, ξ) in this definition a Killing pair on F . A Riemannian metric g
on M is called a Killing metric on (M,F), if there exists a vector field ξ such that
(g, ξ) is a Killing pair on F . Note that the terminology “Killing pair” and “Killing
metric” are not standard. We recall also
Definition 3.2. A foliated manifold (M,F) is geometrically taut if there exists a
Riemannian metric g on M such that every leaf of F is a minimal submanifold of
(M, g). Such g is called a minimal metric on (M,F).
Geometrically tautness of Riemannian foliations was characterized in terms of basic
cohomology by a theorem of Masa [32] in general, or a theorem of Molino and
Sergiescu [35] in the case of flows. By the following lemma due to Carrie`re [12],
the isometricity of oriented Riemannian flows is equivalent to the geometrically
tautness:
Lemma 3.3. Let (M,F) be a closed manifold with an oriented Riemannian flow.
Then a minimal metric g is Killing if and only if g is bundle-like.
Recall that a Riemannian metric g on (M,F) is called bundle-like if the metric
induced on TM/TF from g through the identification TM/TF ∼= (TF)⊥ is a
transverse metric of F .
3.2. F-fibered Hermitian vector bundles and basic Dolbeault cohomol-
ogy. El Kacimi Alaoui [19] defined an F -fibered Hermitian vector bundle on (M,F)
by a Hermitian vector bundle (E, h) on M such that the Chern connection is ba-
sic and ∇⊗Xh = 0 for any X in C∞(TF), where ∇⊗ is the connection induced on
E∗ ⊗ E∗. We will give another equivalent definition of F -fibered Hermitian vector
bundles on foliated manifolds (M,F) which is convenient in this article. We use C
as the coefficient field of differential forms throughout this Section 3.2.
Let (F , J) be a transversely holomorphic foliation of real dimension m and com-
plex codimension n on a closed manifold M . Let Bn be the unit disk in Cn. Let
(Fstd, Jstd) be the standard transversely holomorphic foliation of Rm × Bn men-
tioned in Examples 2.7. At each point x on M , we have an open neighborhood U
of x such that (U,F|U , J |U ) is isomorphic to (Rm × Bn,Fstd, Jstd) by a theorem
of Go´mez Mont (see Theorem 2.9). So we take a covering {Uj} of M such that
(Uj ,F|Uj , J |Uj ) is isomorphic to (Rm ×Bnj ,Fstd, Jstd) as transversely holomorphic
foliations, where Bnj is the unit ball in C
n. We denote the composite
Uj −→ Rm ×Bnj −→ Bnj
by φj , where the second map is the second projection.
Definition 3.4. A Hermitian vector bundle (E, hE) on M is called F -fibered if
there exists a Hermitian vector bundle (Ej , hj) on B
n
j such that (E|Uj , hE|Uj ) =
(φ∗jEj , φ
∗
jhj) for every j. An F -fibered Hermitian vector bundle is holomorphic if
such (Ej , hj) can be taken so that transition functions Ej |φj(Uj∩Uj′ ) → Ej′ |φj′ (Uj∩Uj′ )
are holomorphic on φj(Uj ∩ Uj′ ) for each j and j′ satisfying Uj ∩ Uj′ 6= ∅.
This definition of F -fibered Hermitian vector bundles is equivalent to the original
definition of El Kacimi Alaoui as follows:
Lemma 3.5. For a Hermitian vector bundle (E, h), the Chern connection is basic
and ∇⊗Xh = 0 for any X in C∞(TF) if and only if (E, h) is F-fibered in the
meaning of Definition 3.4.
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Proof. Let π : P →M be the GL(r,C)-principal bundle of E, where r is the rank of
E. By Example 5.2 in page 76 of Kobayashi and Nomizu [29], we can identify h with
a function f : P → Cr∗ ⊗ Cr∗ such that f(ug) = ρ(g−1)f(u) for any g in GL(r,C)
and any u in P , where ρ : GL(r,C) → GL(Cr∗ ⊗ Cr∗) is the canonical action. By
Lemma in the page 115 of [29], we have ∇⊗Xh(π(u)) = u(X˜f) for a point u on P ,
and a vector field X , where u is regarded as an isomorphism Cr∗ ⊗ Cr∗ → Eπ(u)
and X˜ is the horizontal lift of X . The formula implies the equivalence. 
Example 3.6. ∧k(T ∗M/T ∗F)1,0 →M is a holomorphic F -fibered vector bundle on
(M,F).
A foliated manifold has a cohomology called basic cohomology, which can be
regarded as the de Rham cohomology of the leaf space in a sense. We refer to
Masa [32] or El Kacimi Alaoui and Hector [18] for the basic cohomology of Rie-
mannian foliations. We will recall the definition of a Dolbeault version of basic
cohomology for holomorphic F -fibered vector bundles E.
Definition 3.7. A differential form α on M with values in E is a basic (p, q)-form
on (M,F) with values in E if there exists a (p, q)-form αj on Bnj with values in Ej
such that α|Uj = φ∗jαj for every j. We denote the space of basic (p, q)-forms on
(M,F , J) with values in E by Ωp,qb (M/F , E).
This notion are also independent of the foliated atlas {Uj}. In the case where E is
the trivial bundle of rank 1, it is easy to see that the space of basic k-form Ωkb (M/F)
is given by
(2) Ωkb (M/F) = {α ∈ Ωk(M) | ιXα = 0, ιXdα = 0, ∀X ∈ C∞(TF)}.
We also recall
Definition 3.8. A section s of E is basic if there exists a section sj of Ej such
that s|Uj = φ∗jsj .
Let (E, hE) be a holomorphic F -fibered Hermitian vector bundle on (M,F).
Definition 3.9. The basic Dolbeault operator
∂E : Ω
p,q
b (M/F , E)→ Ωp,q+1b (M/F , E)
is defined by
(3) (∂Eα)|Uj = φ∗j
(∑
i
(
∂Bnβi
)⊗ si)
for α in Ωp,qb (M/F , E), where si is a local holomorphic section of Ej , and α|Uj is
written as α|Uj = φ∗j (
∑
i βi ⊗ si), and ∂Bn is the Dolbeault operator on Bn.
Then (Ωp,•b (M/F , E), ∂E) is a differential complex.
Definition 3.10. The p-th basic Dolbeault cohomology Hp,•b (M/F , E) of (F , J)
with values in E is defined by
Hp,•b (M/F , E) = H•(Ωp,•b (M/F , E), ∂E).
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Remark 3.11. If the leaves of F are not closed, the sheaf of (p, q)-forms with values
in E may not be acyclic. Hence we may not have an isomorphism Hp,qb (M/F , E)
between Hq(M,Ωpb ⊗ E), where Ωpb is the sheaf of holomorphic basic p-forms on
(M,F , J). Here the situation is different from the case of complex manifolds or
complex orbifolds, where we always have Hp,qb (M/F , E) ∼= Hq(M,Ωpb ⊗ E).
3.3. Basic Euler classes of isometric flows. Let (F , gν) be an isometric Rie-
mannian flow on a closed smooth manifold M . We recall the definition of the basic
Euler classes of (M,F) due to Saralegui [41]. We denote the space of basic k-forms
on (M,F) of complex coefficient by Ωkb (M/F)C. We denote the basic cohomology
of (M,F) by H•b (M/F).
Definition 3.12 (Saralegui [41]). Let (g, ξ) be a Killing pair on F . We define
a 1-form η on M by η(Y ) = g(ξ, Y ). Then dη is a basic 2-form on (M,F). The
basic Euler class of F is defined by R×[dη] in H2b (M/F) up to multiplication of
nonzero real numbers.
Saralegui [41] proved that the basic Euler class of F depends only on the smooth
type of the flow F (see Royo Prieto [39] for the generalization of the definition of
basic Euler classes for Riemannian flows).
Example 3.13. If F is an isometric flow defined by fibers of a circle bundle, the basic
cohomology of F coincides with the de Rham cohomology of the base manifold. In
this case, the basic Euler class of F coincides with the Euler class of the circle
bundle up to multiplication of real numbers.
3.4. The (0, 2)-component of the basic Euler class of transversely holomor-
phic flows. Let M be a closed smooth manifold. Let (F , gν , J) be a transversely
holomorphic Riemannian flow on M . We assume that (F , gν) is isometric with a
Killing pair (g, ξ). Let η be the characteristic form of (M,F , g), which is defined by
η(X) = g(ξ,X). Then the basic cohomology class of dη is the basic Euler class of
(M,F) by Definition 3.12. Note that the (0, 2)-component (dη)0,2 of dη is ∂-closed,
because ∂(dη)0,2 = (ddη)0,3 = 0.
Definition 3.14. We define the (0, 2)-component of the basic Euler class of (F , g, J)
by R×[(dη)0,2] in H0,2b (M/F) up to multiplication of nonzero real numbers. If
the (0, 2)-component of the basic Euler class of (F , g, J) is trivial, we say the basic
Euler class of (F , g, J) is of degree (1, 1).
We will show the well definedness of the (0, 2)-component of the basic Euler class
in the following. We will use the leafwise cohomology of (M,F). Let Ωk(F)C =
C∞(∧kT ∗F)⊗ C. The differential on each leaf of F yields the leafwise differential
dF : Ωk(F)C → Ωk+1(F)C.
The cohomology of the differential complex (Ω•(F), dF ) is called the leafwise coho-
mology of (M,F). We denote it by H•(F).
Remark 3.15. The leafwise cohomology may be of infinite dimension even for linear
flows on tori (see El Kacimi Alaoui [19]).
The restriction η|TF of a characteristic form η of F to TF satisfies dF (η|TF ) = 0,
thus it determines a leafwise cohomology class [η|TF ] in H1(F). We get
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Lemma 3.16. Let ηj be the characteristic forms of (M,F , gj) for a Killing metric
gj for j = 1 and 2. Then there exists a nonzero real number r such that
[η1|TF ] = r[η2|TF ]
in H1(F).
Proof. H1(F) can be identified with the (0, 1)-th E1-term E0,11 (F) of the spec-
tral sequence canonically associated to F (see Kamber and Tondeur [28]). We
can identify the (0, 1)-th E2-term E
0,1
2 (F) with a subspace of E0,11 (F), which con-
sists of d1-closed elements. By Corollary 4.7 of Kamber and Tondeur [28], we get
dimE0,12 (F) = 1 and E0,12 (F) is generated by the leafwise cohomology class of the
characteristic form of any minimal metric under these identification. Since gj is
minimal by Lemma 3.3 for j = 1 and 2, we get nonzero real number r such that
[η1|TF ] = r[η2|TF ] in H1(F). 
Let Diff(M,F) be the subgroup of Diff(M) consisting of diffeomorphisms which
map each leaf ofF to itself. Let Diff0(M,F) be the identity component of Diff(M,F)
with respect to the Fre´chet topology.
Lemma 3.17. Let ηj be the characteristic form of (M,F , gj) for a Killing metric
gj for j = 1 and 2. There exists r in R and f in Diff0(M,F) such that
η1|TF = rf∗(η2|TF ).
Proof. By Lemma 3.16, we have a real number r such that [η1|TF ] = r[η2|TF ]
in H1(F). By the leafwise version of the Moser’s argument (see Hector, Macias
and Saralegui [27]), we have a diffeomorphism f of M in Diff0(M,F) such that
η1|TF = rf∗(η2|TF ). 
Lemma 3.18. The (0, 2)-component of the basic Euler class is well-defined for
(F , J) up to multiplication of nonzero real numbers.
Proof. Let (g1, ξ1) and (g2, ξ2) be two Killing pairs on (M,F). Let ηj be the
characteristic form of (M,F , gj) for j = 1 and 2. By Lemma 3.17, there exist a real
number r and a diffeomorphism f in Diff0(M,F) such that η1|TF = rf∗(η2|TF ).
Thus f∗ξ1 = rξ2. Here η1 − rf∗η2 is a basic 1-form by (η1 − rf∗η2)|TF = 0 and
Lξ1(η1 − rf∗η2) = 0. Hence we get [(dη1)0,2] = rf∗[(dη2)0,2] by
∂
(
(η1 − rf∗η2)0,1
)
= (dη1)
0,2 − rf∗(dη2)0,2.
Since f is belongs to Diff0(M,F), Proposition II.1.c of El Kacimi Alaoui [17] implies
that f trivially acts on the leafwise cohomology. Then f∗[(dη2)0,2] = [(dη2)0,2].
Thus we get [(dη1)
0,2] = r[(dη2)
0,2], which concludes the proof. 
By Lemma 2.11, the underlying transversely holomorphic Riemannian flow of a
Sasakian manifold (M, g, η) is transversely Ka¨hler with transverse Ka¨hler form dη.
Since a transverse Ka¨hler form is always of degree (1, 1), we have
Lemma 3.19. The basic Euler classes of the underlying transversely holomorphic
isometric Riemannian flows of Sasakian manifolds are of degree (1, 1).
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4. Existence of extensions of Sasakian metrics
4.1. A differential operator D. Let (M,F , J, gν) be a closed manifold with a
transversely holomorphic Riemannian flow. We extend gν to a J-invariant Her-
mitian metric on (TM/TF) ⊗ C. We introduce a triple grading of Ω•(M)C =
Ω•(M) ⊗ C, which is known for researchers of CR geometry. The triple grading
is the complex version of the double grading mentioned in Section 4.2, which is
well known for researchers of foliation theory. Then we will introduce a differential
operator D to use later in the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Let (g, ξ) be a Killing pair on F such that the transverse metric on TM/TF
induced from g is equal to gν . Let η be the characteristic form of (M,F , g) defined
by η(X) = g(ξ,X). Let H = ker η and denote the orthogonal projection TM → H
by π. We have a CR-structure (H,Φ) defined by Φ = (π|H)−1 ◦J ◦ (π|H). Let H0,1
(resp. H1,0) be the vector subbundle of H⊗C whose fibers are the (−i)-eigenspaces
(resp. i-eigenspaces) of Φ.
The coefficient ring of differential forms is C in this Section 4.1. By the decompo-
sition TM⊗C = H1,0⊕H0,1⊕(TF⊗C), we define a triple grading Ω•(M)C = Ωh,j,k,
where
(4) Ωh,j,k = C
∞(∧h(H1,0)∗ ⊗ ∧j(H0,1)∗ ⊗ ∧k(TF ⊗ C)∗).
By the integrability of F , we can decompose the differential d as
(5) d = d0,0,1 + d0,1,0 + d1,0,0 + d0,2,−1 + d1,1,−1 + d2,0,−1,
where dh′,j′,k′ is the (Ωh+h′,j+j′,k+k′ )-component of d on Ωh,j,k. Note that the
space of basic (p, q)-forms is embedded to Ωp,q,0. We define a differential operator
(6) D = d− d1,1,−1.
Let D∗ be the formal adjoint of D with respect to the inner product on Ω•(M)C
defined by 〈α1, α2〉 =
∫
M
α1 ∧ ∗α2 for α1 and α2 in Ωk(M)C. Let
(7) ∆D = DD
∗ +D∗D
and
HkD = ker{∆D : Ωk(M)C → Ωk(M)C}, Hk = ker{∆: Ωk(M)C → Ωk(M)C},
where ∆ = dd∗ + d∗d.
We collect fundamental properties of D as follows:
Lemma 4.1. (i) ∆D is a self-adjoint strongly elliptic operator.
(ii) D∗ = −∗D∗.
(iii) Any d-closed form is D-closed, and any d∗-closed form is D∗-closed.
(iv) Hk ⊆ HkD.
(v) HkD = kerD ∩ kerD∗.
Proof. For α in Ωh,j,1, we have
d1,1,−1α(X1, . . . , Xh+1, Y1, . . . , Yj+1) =∑
s<t
(−1)s(h+1+t)α([Xs, Yt], X1, . . . , X̂s, . . . , Xh+1, Y1, . . . , Ŷt, . . . , Yj+1)
for X1, . . ., Xh+1 in C
∞(H1,0) and Y1, . . ., Yj+1 in C∞(H0,1). Thus d1,1,−1 satisfies
d1,1,−1(fα) = fd1,1,−1α for any smooth function f onM , which means that d1,1,−1
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is a differential operator of degree 0. This implies that the symbol of ∆D is equal
to the symbol of ∆. Thus (i) is proved. We have (ii) by integrating both sides of
d(α1 ∧ ∗α2) = Dα1 ∧ ∗α2 + (−1)kα1 ∧D∗α2
onM for α1 in Ωh,j,k and α2 in Ωh−1,j,k, Ωh,j−1,k or Ωh,j,k−1. Note that ∗(Ωj,k,h) ⊆
Ωn−j,n−k,1−h, where 2n is the real codimension of F . By ∗(Ωj,k,h) ⊆ Ωn−j,n−k,1−h
and the definition of D, we get (iv). By definition of ∆D, it follows that kerD ∩
kerD∗ ⊆ HkD. Conversely HkD ⊆ kerD ∩ kerD∗ by the equality 〈∆Dα, α〉 =
〈Dα,Dα〉+ 〈D∗α,D∗α〉. Thus (v) is proved. 
Lemma 4.2. Assume that (η, g) is a Sasakian metric on M . Then we have an
equality
H1D = H
1 ⊕ Cη
in Ω1(M)C.
Proof. We show H1⊕Cη ⊆ H1D. Since dη is a basic (1, 1)-form on (M,F), we have
dη = d1,1,−1η. Thus
(8) Dη = 0.
Since ∗η is a basic volume form on (M,F) by Equation 2.8 of Kamber and Ton-
deur [28], we have d∗η = 0. It follows that
(9) D∗η = 0.
Hence η is ∆D-harmonic. We get H
1 ⊆ H1D by Lemma 4.1 (iv). Since η is not
d-closed, η is not contained in H1. Thus H1 ⊕ Cη ⊆ H1D.
We show H1D ⊆ H1 ⊕ Cη. Let α be a ∆D-harmonic 1-form. By Lemma 4.1 (v),
we get Dα = 0 and D∗α = 0. Let {ϕu}u∈R be the flow generated by the Reeb
vector field ξ of α. Since ϕu preserves any of J , H and g, we have
∆Dϕ
∗
u = ϕ
∗
u∆D.
Thus ϕ∗u preserves H
1
D. Since ιξ is the zero map on Ωj,k,0, we have ιξd1,1,−1α = 0.
It follows that ιξdα = ιξDα = 0. Then
(10) Lξα = d(α(ξ)).
By (10), we have
ϕ∗uα− α =
∫ u
0
d
dr
∣∣∣
r=s
(
ϕ∗rα
)
ds =
∫ u
0
ϕ∗s(Lξα)ds = d
(∫ u
0
ϕ∗sα(ξ)ds
)
,
which implies that ϕ∗uα−α is an exact 1-form. Since d1,1,−1∗(ϕ∗uα−α) = 0 because
of the degree, we have
d∗(ϕ∗uα− α) = D∗(ϕ∗uα− α) = 0.
By the Hodge decomposition of Ω1(M)C, a d-exact and d
∗-closed form is zero.
Hence
ϕ∗uα− α = 0.
Thus α is invariant under the flow generated by ξ, which implies α(ξ) is a leafwise
constant function on (M,F). Letting β = α − α(ξ)η and f = α(ξ), we decompose
α as
(11) α = β + fη.
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Here β is a basic 1-form on (M,F), because ϕ∗uβ − β = 0 and satisfies β(ξ) = 0.
By differentiating both sides of (11) and operating ιξ, we have
df = 0.
Thus f is a constant. Since D = d on Ωj,k,0 by definition, we have
0 = Dα = D(β + fη) = dβ + fDη.
By (8), we have dβ = 0. We have
0 = D∗α = −∗D∗β + fD∗η = −∗d∗β + fD∗η,
because D = d on ⊕j+k=2n−1Ωj,k,1, where 2n is the real codimension of F . By (9),
we have d∗β = 0. Hence β is a harmonic 1-form. Thus we get H1D ⊆ H1 ⊕Cη. 
4.2. Mean curvature forms of Riemannian flows. We will make an introduc-
tion to the description of mean curvature forms of Riemannian foliations by A´lvarez
Lo´pez [3] in the special case of Riemannian flows to prove a preliminary result nec-
essary in the proof of Theorem 1.1 in the next section. Let (M,F) be a flow. Let
g be a Riemannian metric on M . We recall
Definition 4.3. The mean curvature form of (M,F , g) is a 1-form κ onM defined
by
κ(X) = g(ξ,∇ξX)
for X in C∞(TM), where ∇ is the Levi-Civita connection of (M, g) and ξ is a
vector field tangent to F such that g(ξ, ξ) = 1.
For a point x on M , the 1-form κx is the mean curvature form of the leaf of F
which goes through x. Thus κ = 0 if and only if every leaf of F is a geodesic with
respect to g under the length parametrization.
Let η be the characteristic form of (M,F , g), which is defined by η(X) = g(ξ,X).
Then the Rummler’s formula (see the second formula in the proof of Proposition 1
in Rummler [40] or Lemma 10.5.6 of Candel and Conlon [11]) gives
(12) κ(X) = dη(ξ,X)
for X in C∞(TM). Thus κ is determined only by g|TF⊗TF and the orthogonal
plane field (TF)⊥, because η is clearly determined only by g|TF⊗TF and (TF)⊥.
In the case where F is Riemannian and g is bundle-like, A´lvarez Lo´pez [3] cal-
culated the change of κ when g|TF⊗TF and (TF)⊥ are changed. To state his cal-
culation, we introduce a well known double grading of Ω•(M). In this Section 4.2,
we consider only real differential forms. Let Q = (TF)⊥ and
Aj,k = C
∞(∧jQ∗ ⊗ ∧kT ∗F).
Then Ω•(M) is decomposed as
Ω•(M) = ⊕j,kAj,k.
By the integrability of TF , we see that the differential d is decomposed as
(13) d = d0,1 + d1,0 + d2,−1,
where the subscripts correspond to the double grading of Ω•(M). Since g is bundle-
like, the formal adjoint d∗ of d is decomposed as
(14) d∗ = d∗0,−1 + d
∗
−1,0 + d
∗
−2,1
by the double grading of Ω•(M) in a similar way.
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Let g1 be another bundle-like metric on (M,F) with characteristic form η1. Let
κ1 be the mean curvature form of (M,F , g1). Let Q1 be the orthogonal plane field
of TF with respect to g1. If Q = Q1, then there exists a smooth function f on M
such that η = efη1. Then, by the Rummler’s formula (12), we get
Proposition 4.4 (Equation 5.3 of A´lvarez Lo´pez [3]). If Q = Q1, then
(15) κ1 − κ = d1,0f
for some f in A0,0. Conversely, for any f in A0,0, there exists a bundle-like metric
g1 on (M,F) such that Q1 = Q and (15) is satisfied. Moreover if f is C∞-close
to 0, then we can take such g1 so that g1 is C
∞-close to g.
A´lvarez Lo´pez calculated the effect of the change of Q1 to κ1 in terms of d
∗
0,−1 as
follows:
Proposition 4.5 (Proposition 4.3 of A´lvarez Lo´pez [3]). If g1|TF⊗TF = g|TF⊗TF ,
then
(16) κ1 − κ = d∗0,−1γ
for some γ in A1,1. Conversely, for any γ in A1,1, there exists a bundle-like metric
g1 on (M,F) such that g1|TF⊗TF = g|TF⊗TF and (16) is satisfied. Moreover, if γ
is C∞-close to 0, then we can take such g1 so that g1 is C∞-close to g.
The last sentence of Proposition 4.5 follows from the proof of Proposition 4.3
of A´lvarez Lo´pez [3].
Let (M,F) be a geometrically taut Riemannian flow. Let g be a bundle-like
metric on M . Let ∗F : A0,1 → A0,0 and ∗F : A0,0 → A0,1 be the leafwise Hodge
star operators with respect to g|TF⊗TF . We extend ∗F on Ω•(M) by the double
grading of Ω•(M) so that ∗F trivially acts on Q∗. Thus ∗F(Ak,1) = Ak,0 and
∗F(Ak,0) = Ak,1. We show
Lemma 4.6. The restriction of d∗0,−1 : A1,1 → A1,0 to d0,1(A1,0) is a bijection
d0,1(A1,0)→ d∗0,−1(A1,1).
Proof. By Theorem 2.1 of [3], we get
(17) A1,0 = Ω
1
b(M/F)⊕ d∗0,−1(A1,1).
By operating ∗F to both sides of (17), we get
(18) A1,1 =
(
Ω1b(M/F) ∧ η
)⊕ d0,1(A1,0).
The definition of basic forms implies that the kernel of d0,1 : A1,0 → A1,1 is the
space Ω1b(M/F) of basic 1-forms on (M,F). By Equation 1.13 of [3], we get d∗0,−1 =
− ∗F d0,1∗F on A1,1. Thus
(19) ker d∗0,−1 = Ω
1
b(M/F) ∧ η.
The proof is concluded by (17), (18) and (19). 
We will use the leafwise cohomology H•(F) in the proof of the following lemma
(see Section 3.4). As in the proof of Lemma 3.16, we will regard the (0, 1)-th
E2-term E
0,1
2 (F) as a subspace of H1(F).
Proposition 4.7. If κ is C∞-close to 0, then there exists a Killing metric g1 on
(M,F) which is C∞-close to g.
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Proof. First we show that there exists a bundle-like metric g2 on (M,F) with
characteristic form η2 such that g2 is C
∞-close to g and η2|TF is the restriction of
the characteristic form of a minimal bundle-like metric on (M,F). By definition,
there exists a minimal metric g3 on (M,F). Let η3 be the characteristic form of
(M,F , g3). We will consider the leafwise cohomology classes [η|TF ] and [η3|TF ]
in H1(F). Here E0,12 (F) is generated by [η3|TF ] by Corollary 4.7 of Kamber and
Tondeur [28]. Let 0 be the closure of 0 in H1(F), which may be nontrivial because
H1(F) may be non-Hausdorff. Since (M,F) is geometrically taut, Proposition 3
of A´lvarez Lo´pez [2] implies that E1,02 (F) → H1(F)/0 is surjective. Thus there
exists ς in C∞(T ∗F) such that ς is C∞-close to 0 and [η|TF ] + [ς ] = [η3|TF ].
Here η|TF + ς is nonzero at every point on M , because ς is C∞-close to 0. Thus
we get a smooth function f on M such that fη|TF = η|TF + ς . Here f is C∞-
close to 1, because ς is C∞-close to 0. Since [η3|TF ] is belongs to E0,12 (F), we
get [fη|TF ] is belongs to E0,12 (F). Thus Rummler-Sullivan’s criterion implies that
fη|TF is the restriction of the characteristic form of a minimal bundle-like metric
(see Sullivan [42], Rummler [40] and Theorem in the introduction of Haefliger [24]).
We take a bundle-like metric g2 on (M,F) so that the characteristic form is fη and
g2|ker η⊗ker η = g|kerη⊗ker η. Then g2 is C∞-close to g and the characteristic form
fη|TF is the restriction of the characteristic form of a minimal bundle-like metric
on (M,F).
By the last paragraph, it is sufficient to show Proposition 4.7 in the case where
η|TF is the restriction of the characteristic form of a minimal metric. Proposition 4.5
implies that there exists γ in A1,1 such that κ = d
∗
0,−1γ. By Lemma 4.6 and
the open mapping theorem, there exists a continuous inverse µ of d∗0,−1|d0,1(A1,0) :
d0,1(A1,0) → d∗0,−1(A1,1). Letting γ = µ(κ), we get γ in A1,1 such that κ is C∞-
close to 0 and κ = d∗0,−1γ. Proposition 4.5 imply that we can take a minimal
bundle-like metric g1 which is C
∞-close to g. Thus we get a minimal bundle-like
metric g1 which is C
∞-close to g. Lemma 3.3 implies that g1 is Killing. 
4.3. Proof of Theorem 1.1. We recall a result in Nozawa [36], which is essential
in the following proof of Theorem 1.1:
Theorem 4.8. Let V be a connected open set of Rℓ and {F t}t∈V be a smooth
family of Riemannian flows on a closed manifold. Then one of the following two
cases occurs:
(i) F t is geometrically taut for every t in V .
(ii) F t is not geometrically taut for every t in V .
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We extend the smooth family of transverse metrics {gtν}t∈V
to a smooth family of Riemannian metrics {ĝt}t∈V on M so that ĝt is bundle-like
with respect to F t and ĝ0 = g. Here (M,F t) is geometrically taut by Theorem 4.8.
Let V1 be a sufficiently small open neighborhood of 0 in V . By Proposition 4.7,
for t in V1, there exists a minimal metric ĝ
t
1 on (M,F t) for t in V1 such that ĝt1 is
sufficiently close to ĝt.
We denote the formal adjoint operator of d on (M, ĝt) by d∗t. We will show that
there exists a 1-form ζt such that
(I): ζt is sufficiently close to η0,
(II): d∗tζt=0 and
(III): dζt is a basic (1, 1)-form on (M,F t).
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Let τ t be the characteristic form of (M,F t, ĝt1), which is close to η0. Here dτ t
represents the basic Euler class of (M,F t) by the definition. Since the (0, 2)-
component of the basic Euler class is trivial by the assumption, there exists a basic
(0, 1)-form σt such that ∂σt=(dτ t)0,2. We consider σt + σt as a real 1-form on M .
Let θt=τ t−(σt+σt). Then dθt is a basic (1, 1)-form. We consider a decomposition
θt=θt1 + θ
t
2, where θ
t
1 is an exact 1-form and θ2 is belongs to ker d
∗t by the Hodge
decomposition of Ω1(M)C with respect to ĝ
t. Let ζt=θt2. It follows that θ
t
1 is close
to 0, because τ t is close to η0, which is belongs to ker d∗0. Then the condition (I) is
satisfied. The condition (II) is clearly satisfied by the construction. Since dζt=dθt
is a basic (1, 1)-form, the condition (III) is satisfied.
We consider differential operators dt1,1,−1,D
t and ∆tD on (M,F t) as in (4), (5), (6)
and (7) using a splitting TM = (Ht)1,0 ⊕ (Ht)0,1 ⊕ (TF t ⊗ C) determined by Ht
and J t. Let H1D(t) be the space of ∆
t
D-harmonic 1-forms. Let H
1(t) be the space
of harmonic 1-forms on (M, ĝt). We show that dimH1D(t) is constant with respect
to t on V1. By Lemma 4.2, we have
(20) dimH1D(0) = dimH
1(M ;C) + 1.
HereDt is self-adjoint strongly elliptic operator by Lemma 4.1 (i). Hence Theorem 4
of Kodaira and Spencer [31] implies that dimH1D(t) is upper semicontinuous with
respect to t. Thus we have
(21) dimH1D(t) ≤ dimH1D(0)
for t in V1. Here H
1(t) ⊆ H1D(t) by Lemma 4.1 (iv). By the previous paragraph,
we have a 1-form ζt which satisfies the conditions (I), (II) and (III) above. The
condition (II) implies D∗tζt=0. The condition (III) implies Dtζt=0. Note that ζt
is not d-closed by the condition (I) and the nontriviality of dη0. It follows that ζt
is not a contained in H1(t). Thus we have
(22) dimH1(M ;C) + 1 ≤ dimH1D(t).
By (20), (21) and (22), we have
dimH1(M ;C) + 1 = dimH1D(t).
Thus dimH1D(t) is constant with respect to t.
Since dimH1D(t) is constant with respect to t by the consequence of the previous
paragraph, the projection F t : Ω1(M)C → H1D(t) maps a smooth family of 1-forms
to a smooth family of 1-forms by Theorem 5 of Kodaira and Spencer [31]. Letting
̟t = F t(ηt), we have a smooth family {̟t}t∈V1 of ∆tD-harmonic 1-forms such
that ̟0 = F 0(η0) = η0. We show that d̟t is a basic (1, 1)-form on (M,F t). By
Dt̟t=0, we have d̟t=dt1,1,−1̟
t. Thus ιξtd̟
t=0. It follows that d̟t is basic.
Hence d̟t is a basic (1, 1)-form on (M,F t). Letting Re̟t = ̟t+̟t2 , we have a
smooth family Re̟t of real 1-forms such that dRe̟t is a basic (1, 1)-forms. Since
dη0 is nondegenerate on TM/TF0, dRe̟t is also nondegenerate on TM/TF t
for t in V1. Thus J
t and dRe̟t determines a transverse metric on TM/TF t.
By Proposition 2.16, a pair of a transversely Ka¨hler flow (F t, J t) and a contact
form Re̟t whose transverse Ka¨hler form is dRe̟t determines a Sasakian metric
on M . 
Remark 4.9. We remark that we can show the existence of a Sasakian metric
on M which is compatible with (F t, J t) for t close to 0 directly by the triviality
of the (0, 2)-component of the basic Euler class without considering the Laplacian
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of D. But we need the operator D to show the existence of a smooth family of com-
patible Sasakian metrics, which has certain advantage comparing with the existence
of compatible Sasakian metrics at each parameter.
5. Stability of K-contact structures
Let M be a closed manifold with a Riemannian foliation F and a bundle-like
metric g. In this Section 5 we consider only real differential forms. Let Q = (TF)⊥.
We use the well known double grading Ω•(M) = ⊕j,kAj,k of the real de Rham
complex Ω•(M), where Aj,k = C∞(∧jQ∗ ⊗ ∧kT ∗F) instead of the triple grading
considered in Section 4.1. Then d is decomposed in terms of the double grading
as d = d1,0 + d0,1 + d2,−1 as (13). Let D̂ = d1,0 + d0,1. Since d − D̂ = d2,−1 is a
differential operator of degree 0 by Lemma 1.1 of A´lvarez Lo´pez [3], it follows that
∆
D̂
is a self-adjoint strongly elliptic operator with the same symbol as the Laplacian
of d. Let H1
D̂
be the space of ∆
D̂
-harmonic 1-forms. An argument similar to the
proof of Lemma 4.2 shows
Lemma 5.1. If (M,F) admits a K-contact structure whose Reeb flow is F , then
we have an equality
H1
D̂
= H1 ⊕ Rη
in Ω1(M).
Theorem 1.5 is proved by an argument similar to the proof of Theorem 1.1. We
only describe the outline as follows:
Outline of the Proof of Theorem 1.5. Let {ĝt}t∈V be a smooth family of Riemann-
ian metrics on M such that ĝ0 = g0 and the transverse metric of F t induced from
ĝt is gtν . Theorem 4.8 and Proposition 4.7 imply that there exists a Killing metric
ĝt1 of (M,F t) sufficiently close to gt for t in a sufficiently small neighborhood V1
of 0 in V .
Let Qt = (TF t)⊥. We consider a double grading Ω•(M) = ⊕j,kAtj,k of Ω•(M),
where Atj,k = C
∞(∧jQt∗⊗∧kT ∗F t). We decompose d by double grading on (M,F t)
and let D̂t = dt1,0 + d
t
0,1. As the second paragraph of the proof of Theorem 1.1, we
can show that there exists a 1-form ζt on M such that
(I’): ζt is sufficiently close to η0 and
(II’): d∗tζt = 0,
where d∗tis the formal adjoint of d on (M, ĝt).
We see that ζt is a D̂t-harmonic form which is linearly independent of harmonic 1-
forms by an argument similar to the third paragraph of the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Lemma 5.1 implies dimH1D(t) = dimH
1(M ;R) + 1, where H1D(t) is the space of
∆
D̂t
-harmonic 1-forms.
Since dimH1D(t) is constant with respect to t, by Theorem 5 of Kodaira and
Spencer [31], we get a smooth family of 1-forms ̟t by projecting ηt to H1D(t).
Then d̟t is basic. Since ̟0 = η0 is a contact form, ̟t is contact for t in V1. Thus
̟t is a contact form whose Reeb flow is a Riemannian flow F t. 
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6. Kodaira-Akizuki-Nakano vanishing theorem for transversely
Ka¨hler foliations
6.1. Basic Hodge star operator and basic Lefschetz operator. We recall
fundamental notion of Lefschetz theory for basic cohomology of transversely Ka¨hler
foliation introduced by El Kacimi Alaoui [19]. Let (F , J, gν) be a complex codimen-
sion n transversely Ka¨hler foliation with transverse Ka¨hler form ω. We consider
complex differential forms Ω•(M)C = Ω•(M) ⊗ C throughout Section 6. At each
point x on M , we have the Hodge star operator
∗b,x : ∧k (T ∗xM/T ∗xF)⊗ C −→ ∧2n−k(T ∗xM/T ∗xF)⊗ C
determined by the transverse metric g on TxM/TxF . A basic k-form on (M,F)
can be regarded as a section of ∧k(T ∗M/T ∗F). Thus we have the basic Hodge
operator
∗b : Ωkb (M/F)C −→ Ω2n−kb (M/F)C
Composing ∗b with complex conjugation, we have
∗b : Ωp,qb (M/F) −→ Ωn−p,n−qb (M/F).
Let (E, hE) be a holomorphic F -fibered Hermitian line bundle over (M,F). Let
h : E −→ E∗
be a C-antilinear isomorphism defined by h(s) = hE(s, ·). The complex conjugation
of the basic Hodge star operator on the basic Dolbeault complex with values in E
∗b,E : Ωp,qb (M/F , E) −→ Ωn−p,n−qb (M/F , E∗)
is defined by ∗b,E(α ⊗ s) = ∗bα ⊗ h(s) for sections of the form α ⊗ s, where α is
a basic (p, q)-form and s is a local holomorphic section of E. We define the basic
Lefschetz operator
L : Ωkb (M/F , E)C −→ Ωk+2b (M/F , E)C
by Lα = α ∧ ω, where ω is the transverse Ka¨hler form of (M,F , J, gν).
6.2. Chern connections of F-fibered Hermitian holomorphic line bundles.
Let (E, hE) be a holomorphic F -fibered Hermitian line bundle over (M,F). Let
∇E : Ωkb (M/F , E)C −→ Ωk+1b (M/F , E)C
be a basic connection of (E, hE). Recall that
∇E(Ωp,qb (M/F , E)) ⊆ Ωp+1,qb (M/F , E)⊕ Ωp,q+1b (M/F , E).
We define the (1, 0)-component ∇′E and the (0, 1)-component ∇′′E of ∇E by
∇′Eα = πp+1,q∇Eα, ∇′′Eα = πp,q+1∇Eα
for α in Ωp,qb (M/F , E), where πi,j is the projection to Ωi,jb (M/F , E) for (i, j) =
(p+ 1, q) and (p, q+1), respectively. Throughout Section 6, we assume that ∇E is
the Chern connection of (E, hE), that is, ∇E is the unique connection on E such
that ∇Eh = 0 and ∇′′E = ∂E , where ∂E is the basic Dolbeault operator defined in
Definition 3.9. In particular, (∇′′E)2 = 0.
Regarding the curvature form Θ(∇E) of ∇E as a basic 2-form on (M,F) by a
natural isomorphism
Ω2b(M/F)C ⊗ End(E) ∼= Ω2b(M/F)C ⊗ C∞b (M/F)C ∼= Ω2b(M/F)C,
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we define the curvature operator
Θ(∇E) : Ωkb (M/F , E)C −→ Ωk+2b (M/F , E)C
of ∇E by Θ(∇E)α = α ∧Θ(∇E).
Note that there exists a unique connection ∇E∗ on E∗ which satisfies
(23) d〈s, s∗〉 = 〈∇Es, s∗〉+ 〈s,∇E∗s∗〉,
for s in C∞(E) and s∗ in C∞(E∗) where 〈·, ·〉 is the coupling E ⊗ E∗ → C.
Let ∧˜ be the wedge product defined by the composite of
(24)
Ωp,qb (M/F , E)× Ωn−p,n−qb (M/F , E∗)
∧
// Ωn,nb (M/F , E ⊗ E∗) // Ωn,nb (M/F),
where the second map is induced by the coupling E ⊗ E∗ → C.
6.3. Homological orientability of transversely Ka¨hler foliations. Let (F , J, gν)
be a transversely Ka¨hler foliation of complex codimension n on a closed manifoldM .
We recall a terminology due to El Kacimi Alaoui [19]:
Definition 6.1. (F , J, gν) is homologically orientable if the basic cohomology group
H2nb (M/F) of degree 2n is nontrivial.
We refer to Masa [32] or El Kacimi Alaoui and Hector [18] for the basic cohomology
of Riemannian foliations. Since the basic cohomology is determined only by the
underlying foliation F , it is independent of the transverse structures. By a theorem
of Masa [32] in the general case, or by a theorem of Molino and Sergiescu [35] in the
case of flows, (F , gν) is homologically orientable if and only if F is geometrically
taut (see Definition 3.2).
Example 6.2. The Reeb flow F of a Sasakian manifold is isometric (see Defini-
tion 3.1). Then it is geometrically taut by Lemma 3.3 due to Carrie`re. Thus
F is homologically orientable by a theorem of Masa or a theorem of Molino and
Sergiescu.
6.4. An inner product of El Kacimi Alaoui–Hector. We assume that (M,F)
is homologically orientable in the sequel (see Definition 6.1). We will use the Molino
theory, which is one of fundamental tools in the work of El Kacimi Alaoui and
Hector of [18] and El Kacimi Alaoui [19]. We refer to Molino [34] for the Molino
theory. We define an inner product on Ω•b(M/F , E)C under the assumption of
homologically orientability following the argument of El Kacimi Alaoui and Hector
in Section 4.5 of [18] (see also El Kacimi Alaoui [19]), where they consider the
case of trivial line bundles Let ρ : M1 → M be the orthonormal frame bundle
of the normal bundle of F . Let π : M1 → W be the basic fibration of F . Let
m = dimSO(2n) and X1, X2, . . ., Xm be the vector fields on M which generate
the principal SO(2n)-action on M1. Let θi be the basic 1-form on (M
1,F1) dual
to Xi. We define an m-form χ on M
1 by
χ = θ1 ∧ θ2 ∧ · · · ∧ θm.
If W is orientable, an inner product (·, ·) is defined by
(25) (α1, α2) =
∫
W
I(ρ∗(α1∧˜∗b,Eα2) ∧ χ)
for α1 and α2 in Ω
•
b(M/F , E)C. Here I : Ωkb (M/F)C → Ωk−d(W )C is the integration
along fibers of π defined under the assumption of the homologically orientability of
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F by El Kacimi Alaoui and Hector (see Proposition 3.2 of [18]). This I commutes
with d as shown there. If W is not orientable, the orientation cover of W can be
used to define an inner product in the same equation as (25). In what follows, we
also assume that the orientability of W for the simplicity.
Lemma 6.3. We have
(26) (∇Eα1, α2) =
(
α1,−(∗b,E∗)∇E∗(∗b,E)α2
)
for α1 in Ω
k−1
b (M/F , E)C and α2 in Ωkb (M/F , E)C, where ∇E∗ is the connection
dual to ∇E mentioned in (23).
Proof. We closely follow the argument in Proposition 4.6 of El Kacimi Alaoui and
Hector [18] or Section 3.2.4 of El Kacimi Alaoui [19] where they consider the case
of trivial bundles. Letting β1 = ∗b,Eα2, we have
(27) d
(
ρ∗(α1∧˜β1) ∧ χ
)
=
(
ρ∗(∇Eα1∧˜β1)∧χ
)
+(−1)k−1(ρ∗(α1∧˜∇E∗β1)∧χ)+(−1)2n−1(ρ∗(α1∧˜β1)∧dχ),
where 2n is the real codimension of F . Recall that ρ : M1 → M is the projection.
Let Aj,k(M
1) = C∞(∧j(kerχ)∗⊗∧k(kerTρ)∗), where Tρ is the differential map of
ρ. Then we get a double grading Ω•(M1)C = ⊕j,kAj,k(M1). Here d is decomposed
into d = d0,1 + d1,0 + d2,−1, where the subscripts means the grading. Recall that
we let m = dimSO(2n). Since χ is of degree (0,m), we can decompose dχ as
dχ = d0,1χ+ d1,0χ+ d2,−1χ,
where di,jχ is belongs to Ai,j+m(M
1). We get d0,1χ = 0, because A•,m+1(M1) = 0.
By the Rummler’s formula (see the second formula in the proof of Proposition 1 in
Rummler [40] or Lemma 10.5.6 of Candel and Conlon [11]), we get d1,0χ = −χ∧κρ,
where κρ is the mean curvature form of the foliation defined by the fibers of ρ.
By the definition of χ, we get κρ = 0, which implies d1,0χ = 0. Thus dχ is
of degree (2,m − 1). Since A2n+1,•(M1) = 0, we get dχ ∧ α = 0 for any α in
A2n−1,0(M1), which implies that the third term of the right hand side of (27) is
zero. Composing I and ∫
W
to both sides of (27), we have (26). 
6.5. Formal adjoint operators with respect to (·, ·). Recall that the formal
adjoint D⋆ of a C-linear map D : Ω•b(M/F , E)C → Ω•+kb (M/F , E)C is a C-linear
map D⋆ : Ω•b(M/F , E)C → Ω•−kb (M/F , E)C such that (Dα1, α2) = (α1,D⋆α2) for
α1 in Ω
•
b(M/F , E)C and α2 in Ω•+kb (M/F , E)C. The following lemma shows that
the formal adjoint operators with respect to (·, ·) are given by the conjugation by the
Hodge star operators as in the case of complex manifolds. This is an advantage of
the inner product (·, ·), which allows us to apply the classical argument for complex
manifolds to show vanishing theorems:
Lemma 6.4. Letting Λ = L⋆, we get
Λ = (∗b,E∗)L (∗b,E),(28)
∇′′⋆E = −(∗b,E∗)∇′′E∗ (∗b,E),(29)
∇′⋆E = −(∗b,E∗)∇′E∗ (∗b,E).(30)
Proof. For α1 in Ω
k
b (M/F , E)C and α2 in Ωk+2b (M/F , E)C, we get
(α1,Λα2) = (Lα1, α2) = (α1∧ω, α2) =
(
α1, ∗b,E∗(ω∧∗b,Eα2)
)
= (α1, ∗b,E∗L∗b,Eα2)
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by definition of (·, ·). Then (28) is proved. Take α3 in Ωp,q−1b (M/F , E) and α4 in
Ωp,qb (M/F , E). We get (∇′Eα3, α4) = 0 and (α3, ∗b,E∗∇′E∗∗b,Eα4) = 0 because of
the degree. Thus Lemma 6.3 implies
(∇′′Eα3, α4) = (∇Eα3, α4) = (α3,−∗b,E∗∇E∗∗b,Eα4) = (α3,−∗b,E∗∇′′E∗∗b,Eα4).
Thus (29) is proved. Take α5 in Ω
p−1,q
b (M/F , E) and α6 in Ωp,qb (M/F , E). Be-
cause of the degree, we get (∇′′Eα5, α6) = 0 and (α5, ∗b,E∗∇′′E∗∗b,Eα6) = 0. Thus
Lemma 6.3 implies
(∇′Eα5, α6) = (∇Eα5, α6) = (α5,−∗b,E∗∇E∗∗b,Eα6) = (α5,−∗b,E∗∇′E∗∗b,Eα6).
Thus (30) is proved. 
Remark 6.5. Ω•,•b (M/F , E) has another natural inner product obtained by the
restriction of the inner product on Ω•(M,E)C. In this case, the formal adjoint of
∇E may be different from −∗b,E∗∇E∗∗b,E . The difference is given by the mean
curvature form of F (see Proposition 3.6 of Kamber and Tondeur [28] for the case
where E is trivial).
6.6. Bochner-Kodaira-Nakano identity. For each integer k, let
gk = {A ∈ EndC−Vect
(
Ω•b(M/F , E)C
) |A(Ω•b(M/F , E)C) ⊆ Ω•+kb (M/F , E)C}.
It is well known that g =
⊕
k∈Z gk has a bracket operation [·, ·] : g× g→ g defined
by [A,B] = AB − (−1)a·bBA for A in ga and B in gb. The Laplacian of ∇′′E and
∇′E is defined by
∆′′E = [∇′′E ,∇′′⋆E ], ∆′E = [∇′E ,∇′⋆E ].
The Bochner-Kodaira-Nakano identity describes the difference of two Laplacians
by the curvature of E. For the proof of the identity, we recall our notation on
local description of basic forms on (M,F) in Section 3.2. Let (M,F , J, gν) be a
transversely Ka¨hler foliation. Let (E, h) be a holomorphic F -fibered Hermitian
line bundle on (M,F). As in Section 3.2, we take a covering {Uj} of M so that
(Uj ,F|Uj ) is isomorphic to the standard transversely holomorphic foliation defined
by a decomposition Rm ×Bnj = ⊔z∈Bnj Rm × {z}, where Bnj is the unit ball of Cn.
Let φj : Uj → Bnj be the composite of Uj ∼= Rm × Bnj → Bnj , where the second
map is the second projection. By definition of holomorphic F -fibered Hermitian
line bundle (see Definition 3.4), there exists a Hermitian holomorphic line bundle
(Ej , hj) and a Ka¨hler metric gj on B
n
j which determines gν , E and h by
gν |Uj = φ∗jgj,
E|Uj = φ∗jEj ,
h|Uj = φ∗jhj.
We consider the Chern connection ∇j of (Ej , hj), the Lefschetz operator Lj on Bnj
and the complex conjugate of the Hodge star operator ∗Ej on Bnj with values in Ej .
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We denote the curvature operator of ∇j by Θ(∇j). Clearly we get
(∗b,E)φ∗jβ = φ∗j (∗Ejβ),
Lφ∗jβ = φ
∗
j (Ljβ),
∇′Eφ∗jβ = φ∗j (∇′jβ),(31)
∇′′Eφ∗jβ = φ∗j (∇′′j β),
Θ(∇E)φ∗jβ = φ∗j (Θ(∇j)β)
for a differential form β on Bnj valued in Ej . We have the following Bochner-
Kodaira-Nakano identity for homologically orientable transversely Ka¨hler foliations:
Lemma 6.6. We get
(32) ∆′′E = ∆
′
E + [
√−1Θ(∇E),Λ],
where ∆′′E = [∇′′E ,∇′′⋆E ] and ∆′E = [∇′E ,∇′⋆E ].
Proof. We consider Uj and φj : Uj → Bnj mentioned above in this Section 6.6. Since
the formula is local, we can consider on each Uj . By the Bochner-Kodaira-Nakano
identity (see Sections 4.5 and 4.6 of Demailly [14] or Theorem 1.1 of Chapter VII
of Demailly [15]) for the Hermitian holomorphic line bundle Ej on B
n
j , we have
(33) ∆′′Ej = ∆
′
Ej
+ [
√−1Θ(∇j),Λj ],
where Λj = ∗E∗
j
Lj ∗Ej . Note that (33) is proved only by local calculation on a
complex coordinate chart, which can be applied to Ej and B
n
j in our situation.
Then (32) is proved by pulling back (33) by φj by (28), (29), (30) of Lemma 6.4
and five equations in (31). 
6.7. Hodge decomposition for basic Dolbeault complex valued on E. The
Hodge decomposition theorem of El Kacimi Alaoui is as follows in this context:
Theorem 6.7 (Theorem 2.8.7 of El Kacimi Alaoui [19]). There is an orthogonal
decomposition
Ωp,qb (M/F , E) = ker∆′′E ⊕ Im∇′′E ⊕ Im∇′′⋆E
with respect to the inner product (·, ·), where ∆′′E = [∇′′E ,∇′′⋆E ].
Outline of the proof of Theorem 6.7. Let
Ep,q = ∧p(T ∗M/T ∗F)1,0 ⊗ ∧q(T ∗M/T ∗F)0,1 ⊗ E.
Then Ωp,qb (M/F , E) is identified with the space C∞(Ep,q,F) of global basic sections
of Ep,q on (M,F). Let ρ : M1 →M be the orthonormal frame bundle of TM/TF .
We denote the horizontal lift of F toM1 by F1. LetM1 →W be the basic fibration
of F . Let E1 = ρ∗Ep,q. Here E1 is F1-fibered. C∞(Ep,q,F) is identified with the
space C∞(E1,F1)SO(2n) of SO(2n)-invariant basic section of E1. The restriction
of a global basic section s of E1 to the closure L of a leaf of F1 is determined by
s(x) at a point x in L. Thus C∞(E1,F1) can be identified with the space C∞W (E)
of global sections of a vector bundle E over W . The inner product (·, ·) induces
a Hermitian metric of E. El Kacimi Alaoui constructed a differential operator
D′ : C∞(E1,F1) → C∞(E1,F1), which is identified with a self-adjoint strongly
elliptic operator D : C∞W (E)→ C∞W (E) and whose restriction to C∞(E1,F1)SO(2n)
is identified with ∆′′E . Then the Hodge decomposition C
∞(Ep,q,F) = ker∆′′E ⊕
Im∆′′E for ∆
′′
E is obtained by the restriction of the classical Hodge decomposition
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C∞(E) = kerD ⊕ ImD for D to C∞(E)SO(2n). The equality Im∆′′E = Im∇′′E ⊕
Im∇′′⋆E in Ωp,qb (M/F , E) follows from decompositions Ωi,jb (M/F , E) = ker∆′′E ⊕
Im∆′′E for (i, j) = (p, q − 1), (p, q + 1) and ∆′′E = (∇′′E +∇′′⋆E )2. 
6.8. Serre duality valued on E. By (26) in Lemma 6.3, the pairing ∧˜ defined
in (24) induces a product on basic Dolbeault cohomology
(34) Hp,qb (M/F , E)×Hn−p,n−qb (M/F , E∗) −→ C.
The Serre duality follows from the Hodge decomposition Theorem 6.7 and the for-
mula of formal adjoint operators in Lemma 6.4 as in the case of complex manifolds:
Theorem 6.8. The pairing (34) is nondegenerate, which implies Hp,qb (M/F , E) ∼=
Hn−p,n−qb (M/F , E∗)∗.
Proof. LetHp,qb (E) (resp. H
p,q
b (E
∗)) be the space of basic harmonic (p, q)-forms val-
ued on E (resp. E∗). For each α inHp,qb (E), we have
∫
M
I(α∧˜∗b,Eα∧χ) 6= 0. Equa-
tion (29) of Lemma 6.4 implies ∆′′E = ∗b,E∗∆′′E∗∗b,E . Thus ∗b,Eα ∈ Hn−p,n−qb (E∗).
Then the pairing Hp,q(E) ×Hn−p,n−q(E∗) → C defined by the restriction of (34)
is nondegenerate, which concludes the proof of Theorem 6.8. 
6.9. F-fibered Positive line bundles. Let (E, hE) be a holomorphic F -fibered
Hermitian line bundle on (M,F). We recall the definition of the positivity of
(E, hE) due to Boyer, Galicki and Nakamaye [10], which is defined in a way similar
to the case of line bundles on complex manifolds:
Definition 6.9. E is called positive if there exists a Hermitian metric h on E such
that the basic first Chern form
√−1
2π Θ(∇E) is a transverse Ka¨hler form of (F , J)
for a transverse metric on (M,F).
The positivity of E is determined by the first Chern class as follows:
Proposition 6.10 (El Kacimi Alaoui, Section 3.5.6 of [19]). If there exists a
transverse Ka¨hler metric on TM/TF with transverse Ka¨hler form ω such that
[
√−1
2π Θ(∇E)] = [ω] in H2b (M/F), then there exists a Hermitian metric h′ on E
such that (E, ĥ) is a holomorphic F-fibered Hermitian line bundle whose curvature
form Θ(∇̂E) satisfies
√−1
2π Θ(∇̂E) = ω.
6.10. Proof of vanishing theorems of Kodaira-Akizuki-Nakano, Girbau
and Grauert-Riemenschneider. Theorem 1.3 follows from (32) of Lemma 6.6 as
in the case of complex manifolds. The proof below is essentially taken from Sec-
tion 4.9 of Demailly [14].
Proof of Theorem 1.3. We use the notation in Section 6.6. Let x be a point on M
and φj : Uj → Bnj be a member of the defining 1-cocycle of F which contains x. Let
ωj be a Ka¨hler form on B
n
j which satisfies ω|Uj = φ∗jωj , where ω is the transverse
Ka¨hler form of (M,F , J, gν). We can modify φj so that (ωj)φj(x) =
∑n
i=1
√−1dzi∧
dzi at φj(x) by the holomorphic coordinate change of B
n
j . We regard the curvature
form (
√−1Θ(∇j))φj(x) of Ej at φj(x) as a Hermitian matrix. By diagonalizing this
Hermitian matrix (
√−1Θ(∇j))φj(x) by a unitary matrix, we get a holomorphic
coordinate (w1, w2, . . . , wn) of B
n
j such that ωφj(x) =
∑n
i=1
√−1dwi ∧ dwi and
(
√−1Θ(∇j))φj(x) =
∑n
i=1
√−1λi(x)dwi ∧ dwi for some real numbers λi(x). The
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assumption of the positivity of E implies that λi(x) is positive. We reorder λi(x)
so that λ1(x) ≤ λ2(x) ≤ · · · ≤ λn(x). We consider a vector bundle
Ep,q = ∧p(T ∗M/T ∗F)1,0 ⊗ ∧q(T ∗M/T ∗F)0,1 ⊗ E
over (M,F). Then Ep,q is F -fibered, and basic (p, q)-forms are regarded as basic
sections of Ep,q. Let
Ep,qj = ∧p(T ∗Bnj )1,0 ⊗ ∧q(T ∗Bnj )0,1 ⊗ Ej
be a vector bundle over Bnj . Then we get E
p,q|Uj = φ∗jEp,qj . Let gp,q be the metric
on Ep,q induced from g and hE . Let g
p,q
j be the metric on E
p,q
j which satisfies
φ∗jg
p,q
j = g
p,q. By an argument of linear algebra on (Ep,qj )φj(x), we get
gp,qj ([
√−1Θ(∇j),Λj ]αj , αj) ≥
(min{p,q}∑
i=1
λi(x) −
n∑
i=max{p,q}+1
λi(x)
)
gp,qj (αj , αj)
for αj in (E
p,q
j )φj(x). Then, for a basic (p, q)-form α valued in E, we get
(35)
gp,qx ([
√−1Θ(∇E),Λ]αx, αx) ≥
(min{p,q}∑
i=1
λi(x) −
n∑
i=max{p,q}+1
λi(x)
)
gp,qx (αx, αx)
at each point x on M . Note that λj(x) is a leafwise constant continuous function
on M . Since αx∧˜∗b,Eβx = gp,qx (αx, βx)ωn at each point x on M for α and β in
Ωp,qb (M/F , E), we get
([
√−1Θ(∇E),Λ]α, α) ≥
∫
W
( q∑
i=1
λi −
n∑
i=p+1
λi
)
I(ρ∗(α∧˜∗b,Eα) ∧ χ)
by (35) (see Section 6.4 for the definition of the inner product (·, ·) and the right
hand side). Since (∆′′Eα, α) = ||∇′′Eα||2+ ||∇′′⋆E α||2 and (∆′Eα, α) ≥ 0, the Bochner-
Kodaira-Nakano identity (32) of Lemma 6.6 (ii) implies
||∇′′Eα||2 + ||∇′′⋆E α||2 ≥ ([
√−1Θ(∇E),Λ]α, α).
By Proposition 6.10, we fix a transverse Ka¨hler metric on (M,F , J) whose trans-
verse Ka¨hler form is equal to
√−1Θ(∇E). Then λj(x) = 1 for every j and x. We
get
||∇′′Eα||2 + ||∇′′⋆E α||2 ≥ (p+ q − n)||α||2.
Thus if α is harmonic and p+ q > n, we get α = 0. 
The analog of Grauert-Riemenschneider’s vanishing theorem [23] (Theorem 6.11)
and Girbau’s vanishing theorem [20] (Theorem 6.12) also follow from the Bochner-
Kodaira-Nakano equality as in [13]: Let (M,F) be a closed manifold with a ho-
mologically orientable transversely Ka¨hler foliation. Let (E, hE) be a holomorphic
F -fibered Hermitian line bundle on (M,F). The rank of Θ(∇E) at a point x on M
is defined by the number of positive eigenvalues as a Hermitian matrix.
Theorem 6.11. If Θ(∇E) has rank at least equal to s at some point on M , then
H0,qb (M/F , E∗) = 0
for q < s.
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Theorem 6.12. If Θ(∇E) has rank at least equal to s at every point on M , then
Hp,qb (M/F , E∗) = 0
for p+ q < s.
We omit the proof of Theorems 6.11 and 6.12, which are similar to the argument
of Demailly in the proof of Proposition in Section 2 of [13] .
Remark 6.13. We remark on the other possibility of the inner product on the basic
de Rham complex. A´lvarez Lo´pez [3] proved the Hodge decomposition theorem
for basic de Rham complex with respect to the inner product 〈〈·, ·〉〉 defined by the
restriction of the usual inner product of the de Rham complex. Note that the formal
adjoint of d with respect to 〈〈·, ·〉〉 is not given by the basic Hodge star operator
as remarked in Remark 6.5. Hence Lemma 6.4 is not true in general for 〈〈·, ·〉〉.
To show Theorem 1.3 using 〈〈·, ·〉〉, one can apply Masa’s theorem in [32] for the
existence of a minimal metric on homologically orientable foliations. Since the mean
curvature form is zero for a minimal metric, the adjoint of d with respect to 〈〈·, ·〉〉
is given by its conjugation of d by the basic Hodge operator. Then Lemma 6.4 is
true for 〈〈·, ·〉〉. Then the rest of the argument is the same as above.
6.11. Proof of vanishing Theorem for positive Sasakian manifolds. We
will prove Theorem 1.2 by Theorem 1.3. Let (F , J, gν) be a complex codimension
n transversely Ka¨hler foliation on a closed manifold M . We recall
Definition 6.14. A holomorphic F -fibered Hermitian line bundle
KF = ∧n(T ∗M/T ∗F)1,0
on M is called the canonical line bundle of (M,F , J). The dual of the canonical
line bundle of (M,F , J) is called the anticanonical line bundle of (M,F , J). A
Sasakian manifold is called positive if the anticanonical line bundle of the underlying
transversely Ka¨hler flow is positive.
We refer to Boyer, Galicki and Nakamaye [10] for more detailed information on
positive Sasakian manifolds.
We assume that the homologically orientability of F to apply the results in this
Section 6. Let KF be the canonical line bundle of (M,F). We fix a transverse
Hermitian metric on (TM/TF) ⊗ C. Let hKF be the Hermitian metric on KF
induced from the metric on (TM/TF)⊗ C. We recall a C-antilinear isomorphism
h : KF −→ K∗F
defined by h(s) = hKF (s, ·). Note that the canonical line bundle (KF , hKF ) of F
is a holomorphic F -fibered Hermitian line bundle.
Let 1KF be the identity in End(KF) = C
∞(KF ⊗K∗F). We have natural maps
Ξ1 : Ω
0,q
b (M/F) −→ Ωn,qb (M/F ,K∗F),
Ξ2 : Ω
n,q
b (M/F) −→ Ω0,qb (M/F ,KF)
defined by Ξ1(α) = α ∧ 1KF and Ξ2(β ∧ α) = α ⊗ β for β in Ω0,qb (M/F) and β in
Ωn,0b (M/F) = C∞(KF). Clearly Ξ1 and Ξ2 are bijective.
Let Hp,qb be the space of basic harmonic (p, q)-forms. Let H
p,q
b (K
∗
F ) be the space
of basic harmonic (p, q)-forms with values in K∗F .
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Lemma 6.15.
Ξ1(H
0,q
b ) = H
n,q
b (K
∗
F ).
Proof. It is easy to see
Ξ1∂ = ∇′′K∗
F
Ξ1,(36)
Ξ2∂ = ∇′′KFΞ2,(37)
where (36) follows from the fact that 1KF is a holomorphic section of KF ⊗K∗F .
By (36) and the bijectivity of Ξ1, we get
(38) Ξ1(ker ∂) = ker∇′′K∗
F
.
Let s be a local basic section of KF such that h(s, s) = 1. It is easy to see
s⊗ h(s) = 1KF .
By definition of ∗b and h(s, s) = 1, we have
∗bα = (−1)nqs ∧ ∗b(s ∧ α).
Thus we get
∗b,K∗
F
Ξ1(α) = ∗b,K∗
F
(
α ∧ 1KF
)
= ∗b,K∗
F
(
α ∧ s⊗ h(s))
= ∗b(α ∧ s)⊗ s(39)
= Ξ2
(
s ∧ ∗b(α ∧ s)
)
= Ξ2∗bα.
By substituting ∗bβ to α in (39) and composing ∗b,KF to both sides of the equation,
we get
(40) Ξ1∗b = ∗b,KFΞ2.
By (29) of Lemma 6.4, we get ∂
⋆
= −∗b∂∗b. Hence, by equations (37), (39) and (40),
we get
(41) Ξ1∂
⋆
= −Ξ1∗b∂∗b = −∗b,KF∇′′KF ∗b,K∗FΞ1 = ∇′′⋆K∗FΞ1.
By (41) and the bijectivity of Ξ1, we get
(42) Ξ1(ker ∂
⋆
) = ker∇′′⋆K∗
F
.
Since H0,qb = ker ∂ ∩ ker∂
⋆
and Hn,qb (K
∗
F) = ker∇′′K∗
F
∩ ker∇′′⋆K∗
F
by the Hodge
decomposition theorem of El Kacimi Alaoui (see Theorem 6.7), the proof is done
by (38) and (42). 
Remark 6.16. We can prove Ξ2(H
n,q
b ) = H
0,q
b (KF ) similarly.
Lemma 6.15 allows us to prove Theorem 1.2 by Theorem 1.3 without using the
sheaf cohomology of basic holomorphic forms.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. It is known that The Reeb flow of a Sasakian manifold is
homologically orientable as we saw in Example 6.2. Let Hp,qb be the space of ∆∂ -
harmonic basic (p, q)-forms on (M,F). By the Ka¨hler identity for homologically
orientable transversely Ka¨hler foliations by El Kacimi Alaoui (Proposition 3.4.5
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of [19]), Hp,qb is equal to the space of ∆d-harmonic (p, q)-forms, where ∆d = [d, d
⋆].
Since ∆d commutes with the complex conjugation, we get
Hp,0b
∼= H0,pb
by the complex conjugation. By Lemma 6.15, we get
H0,pb
∼= Hn,pb (K∗F ),
whereHn,pb (K
∗
F ) is the space of ∆
′′
K∗
F
-harmonic basic (n, p)-forms on (M,F) valued
in K∗F . Since K
∗
F is positive, Theorem 1.3 implies that H
n,p
b (K
∗
F ) vanishes for
p > 0. 
7. Moduli space of Sasakian metrics with a fixed underlying
transverse Ka¨hler flow
We will prove Theorem 1.6.
Let M be a closed manifold with a Sasakian metric with contact form η. Let
k0 be the underlying transversely Ka¨hler flow. Recall that Diff0(k0) is the identity
component of the subgroup of Diff(M) consisting of diffeomorphisms which preserve
k0, and Ham(k0) is defined in (1). Obviously we have an exact sequence
0 // Ham(k0) // Diff0(k0)
Π
// H1(M ;R),
where Π is defined by Π(f) = [η − f∗η] for f in Diff0(k0). Note that η − f∗η is
closed, because f preserves the transverse Ka¨hler form dη.
Recall that we denote the subgroup of Diff(M) consisting of diffeomorphisms
which map each leaf of F to itself by Diff(M,F). The identity component of
Diff(M,F) with respect to the Fre´chet topology is denoted by Diff0(M,F). Note
that Diff0(M,F) is a subgroup of Ham(k0).
Lemma 7.1. Let ξ be a nowhere vanishing vector field on a closed manifold M
which is tangent to a flow F . Let η be a 1-form on M which satisfies Lξη = 0
and η(ξ) = 1. Let h be a leafwise constant smooth function on (M,F). Then there
exists f in Diff0(M,F) such that
(43) f∗η = η + dh.
Proof. Let {ϕs}s∈R be the flow generated by ξ. We consider maps
Γ: M × R −→ M × R
(x, s) 7−→ (x, h(x)s)
and
Ψ: M × R −→ M × R
(x, s) 7−→ (ϕs(x), s).
Let
f = pr1 ◦Ψ ◦ Γ|M×{1},
where pr1 : M × R −→ M is the first projection. The differential map Tf of f at
(x, s) is
(44) Tf = T (pr1 ◦Ψ ◦ Γ|M×{1}) = Tϕ1 + s(dh⊗ ξ)
Then Tϕ1+sdh⊗ ξ is nondegenerate, because h is constant on each leaf of F . So f
is an open immersion. Since an open immersion from a closed manifold to a closed
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manifold of degree 1 is a diffeomorphism, f is a diffeomorphism of M . By (44), we
have
f∗η(Y ) = η((Tϕ1 + dh⊗ ξ)(Y )) = ϕ∗1η(Y ) + dh(Y ) = η(Y ) + dh(Y )
for a vector field Y on M . Thus f satisfies the equation (43). 
Recall that a Sasakian metric on M is determined by a contact form η whose
Reeb flow has a transversely Ka¨hler structure such that dη is the transverse Ka¨hler
form (see Proposition 2.16). Let (M, η, g) be a closed Sasakian manifold. We denote
the Reeb flow of η by F . We denote the underlying transversely Ka¨hler foliation
by k0. For a basic closed 1-form β on (M,F), we can construct a Sasakian metric
σβ determined by a contact form η+ β and the same transversely Ka¨hler structure
of F as (η, g). We consider the set of Sasakian metrics
S1 = {σβ |β ∈ H1b},
where H1b is the space of basic harmonic 1-form on (M,F).
Proposition 7.2. Every orbit of the action of Ham(k0) on S intersects S1.
Proof. Take a Sasakian metric (η1, g1) whose underlying transversely Ka¨hler flow
is isomorphic to k0. The isomorphism of transversely Ka¨hler flows means dη = dη1
and the transverse metrics on F induced by g and g1 are equal. By Lemma 3.17,
there exist a real number r and a diffeomorphism f1 ofM in Diff0(M,F) such that
η|TF = rf∗1 (η1|TF ).
Let η2 = f
∗
1 η1. Since (η − rη2)|TF = 0 and d(η − rη2) is basic, η − rη2 is basic.
Hence we have
[dη] = r[dη2] = r[dη1]
in H2b (M/F). Note that Diff0(M,F) trivially acts on the basic forms by the defini-
tion. Since we have [dη1] = [dη] by the assumption, we have r = 1. Thus η−η2 is a
closed basic 1-form. By the basic Hodge decomposition for Riemannian foliations
(see El Kacimi Alaoui and Hector [18] or A´lvarez Lo´pez [3]), there exists a basic
harmonic 1-form β and a smooth basic function h2 such that
η − η2 = β + dh2.
Let ξ be the common Reeb vector field of η and η2. By Lemma 7.1, we have a
diffeomorphism f of M in Diff0(M,F) such that
f∗2 η2 = η2 + dh2.
Hence we have
f∗2 η2 = η − β.
Thus f∗2 η2 is belongs to S1. Since f∗2 η2 is on the same orbit of the action of
Diff0(M,F) as η1, it follows that S1 intersects with every orbit of the action of
Diff0(M,F). 
Proposition 7.3. Every orbit of the action of Ham(k0) on S intersects S1 at most
one point.
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Proof. Assume that we have
(45) η − β1 = f∗(η − β2)
for β1, β2 in H
1
b and f in Ham(k0). We will show β1 = β2.
Here f∗β2 is a basic harmonic 1-form cohomologous to β2, because f is isotopic to
the identity and preserves the transverse metric of F . Since each basic cohomology
class is represented by a unique harmonic form by the Hodge decomposition theorem
for basic cohomology (see El Kacimi Alaoui and Hector [18] or A´lvarez Lo´pez [3]),
we have
(46) f∗β2 = β2.
We take an isotopy {ϕs}s∈[0,1] such that ϕs is belongs to Ham0(k0) for every s
in [0, 1], and ϕ0 = id and ϕ1 = f . Let Xs =
d
dt
∣∣
u=s
ϕu. Since η − ϕ∗sη is exact,
LXsη = ιXsdη+ d(η(Xs)) is exact. Thus we have a smooth function hs on M such
that
(47) ιXsdη = dhs
for each s in [0, 1]. Since Lhξη = dh for any smooth function h on M , (47) implies
(48) LXs−(hs+η(Xs))ξη = ιXsdη + d(η(Xs))− d(hs + η(Xs)) = 0.
Let {ϕ′s}s∈[0,1] be the isotopy generated by vector fields {Xs+(hs−η(Xs))ξ}s∈[0,1].
We have
(49) (ϕ′1)
∗η = η
by (48). Letting f3 = (ϕ
′
1)
−1 ◦ f , we have
(50) f∗η = f∗3 (ϕ
′
1)
∗η = f∗3 η
by (49). The difference of the two vector fields which generate {ϕs}s∈[0,1] and
{ϕ′s}s∈[0,1] is (hs + η(Xs))ξ, which is tangent to F . Thus ϕs and ϕ′s induces the
same map on the leaf space of (M,F). Thus {(ϕ′s)−1◦ϕs}s∈[0,1] gives an isotopy such
that (ϕ′0)
−1 ◦ ϕ0 = id, (ϕ′1)−1 ◦ ϕ1 = f3 and (ϕ′s)−1 ◦ ϕs is belongs to Diff0(M,F).
Let ψs = (ϕ
′
s)
−1 ◦ ϕs. Let Ys = ddu
∣∣
u=s
ψu. Since ψs is belongs to Diff0(M,F), this
Ys is tangent to F for each s. Hence we have
(51) ιYsdη = 0.
By (51), we have
f∗3 η − η =
∫ 1
0
d
du
∣∣∣
u=s
(ψ∗uη)ds =
∫ 1
0
ψ∗s (LYsη)ds =∫ 1
0
ψ∗sd(η(Ys))ds = d
(∫ 1
0
ψ∗s (η(Ys))ds
)
.
Hence, letting h3 =
∫ 1
0 ψ
∗
u(η(Ys))du, we have
(52) f∗3 η − η = dh3.
By (45), (46), (50) and (52), we have
β2 − β1 = dh3.
Since the right hand side is a harmonic form, we have β1 = β2. 
Theorem 1.6 follows from Propositions 7.2 and 7.3.
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Remark 7.4. We remark that we obtain the following result by the proof of Propo-
sition 7.2:
Proposition 7.5. Let η1 and η2 be the underlying contact forms on a closed mani-
fold M of two K-contact structures. If H1(M ;R) = 0 and the Reeb flows of η1 and
η2 are equal, then there exists a real number r and a diffeomorphism f : M → M
such that rf∗η2 = η1.
8. Examples
8.1. Standard Sasakian metrics on spheres. We recall the standard Sasakian
metric on S2n−1. Consider a function r on R2n defined by
r(x1, y1, x2, y2, · · · , xn, yn) =
√
x21 + y
2
1 + x
2
2 + y
2
2 + · · ·+ x2n + y2n,
where (x1, y1, x2, y2, · · · , xn, yn) is the standard coordinate on R2n. Let S2n−1 =
r−1(1) be the unit sphere of R2n. We consider the standard metric gstd and the
standard contact form on ηstd on R
2n − {0} defined by
gstd =
n∑
i=1
(dxi ⊗ dxi + dyi ⊗ dyi), ηstd = 1
2r(x1, · · · , yn)2
n∑
i=1
(xidyi − yidxi).
Then (S2n−1, gstd|S2n−1 , ηstd|S2n−1) is a Sasakian manifold by definition, because
the Ka¨hler manifold (R2n − {0}, gstd, dηstd) is isomorphic to (S2n−1 × R>0, dr2 +
r2gstd|S2n−1 , d(r2ηstd|S2n−1)).
The flow generated by the Reeb vector field of ηstd|S2n−1 is given by the principal
S1-action whose orbits are tangent to the fiber of Hopf fibration. The base space
of the Hopf fibration is CPn−1.
To describe the deformation of transversely holomorphic flows, we use the fol-
lowing
Proposition 8.1 (Proposition 6.1 of Girbau, Haefliger and Sundararaman [21]).
The Kuranishi space of the deformation of the transversely holomorphic flow defined
by fibers of a circle bundle over a complex manifold X is identified with an open
neighborhood of 0 in H0(X,T 1,0X), the space of holomorphic vector fields on X, if
X satisfies both of the following:
H1,0(X) = 0, H1(X,T 1,0X) = 0.(53)
Here CPn−1 satisfies H1,0(CPn−1) = 0 and H1(CPn−1, T 1,0CPn−1) = 0. Hence
Proposition 8.1 implies that the Kuranishi space of deformation as a transversely
holomorphic flow is identified with an open neighborhood of 0 inH0(CPn−1, T 1,0CPn−1),
which is of complex dimension n2 − 1. Among them, infinitesimal deformation of
transversely holomorphic Riemannian flows form a union of real vector subspaces
of real dimension n− 1.
BecauseH0,2(CPn−1) = 0, Corollary 1.4 implies that the Sasakian metric (gstd, ηstd)
is stable, that is, a family of compatible Sasakian metric exists for any small de-
formation of the Reeb flow as transversely holomorphic Riemannian flows. Since
S2n−1 is simply connected, Corollary 1.7 implies that the space of isomorphism
classes of Sasakian metrics are identified with the isomorphism classes of the un-
derlying transversely Ka¨hler flows.
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We can apply Proposition 8.1, Corollaries 1.4 and 1.7 to a Sasakian metric on
the circle bundles associated to positive line bundles over Fano manifolds X which
satisfies H1(X,T 1,0X) = 0 in a similar way.
Remark 8.2. We note that deformation of the Hopf fibration as transversely holo-
morphic foliations is studied by Duchamp and Kalka [16] and Haefliger [25]. Other
results related to Proposition 8.1 is obtained by Boyer and Galicki in Section 8.2.2
of [8].
8.2. Circle bundles over complex tori. We present an example of deformations
of the Reeb flow of a Sasakian manifold which does not admit compatible Sasakian
metrics.
Let X be an projective complex torus with a positive holomorphic line bundle E.
We fix a Hermitian metric on E so that its curvature form is positive. Let M be
the unit circle bundle of E. Then M has a Sasakian metric whose underlying
transversely Ka¨hler flow is defined by the fibers of the S1-bundle by the Boothby-
Wang construction due to Hatakeyama (Corollary of Theorem 4 of [26]).
It is well known that there exists a smooth family of complex tori {Xt}t∈]−1,1[
and a dense subset K in ] − 1, 1[ such that X0 = X and Xt is not projective for
every t in K. It is easy to see that every complex torus is Ka¨hler. So Xt is Ka¨hler.
We denote the total space of the family of complex tori by T . We fix a trivial-
ization θ : T ∼= X×]− 1, 1[ as a smooth fiber bundle over ]− 1, 1[. We pull back the
complex Hermitian line bundle E on X to T by θ ◦pr1, where pr1 : X×]−1, 1[→X
is the first projection. We define M t as the unit circle bundle associated to the
complex line bundle (θ∗ pr∗1 E)|Xt → Xt. Let F t be a flow on M t defined by the
fibers of the circle bundle M t → Xt. Since the leaf space Xt is Ka¨hler, F t is a
transversely Ka¨hler flow for t sufficiently close to 0.
There exists a compatible Sasakian metric on M0 by definition. But, for t in K,
M t does not have any compatible Sasakian metric. Indeed, if M t has a compatible
Sasakian metric, then Xt must be projective by Theorem 4 of Hatakeyama [26].
This is contradiction.
In this example, the basic Euler class of F t is the Euler class of circle bundles
M t → Xt and can be considered as an element of H2(Xt;Z). Clearly this class
is of topological nature and independent of t. On the other hand, the Hodge
decompositionH2(Xt;C) ∼= H2,0(Xt)⊕H1,1(Xt)⊕H0,2(Xt) changes when t varies.
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